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QUESTION 1

What is the best means of prevention against viruses? 

A. Assign read only permission to all files on your system. 

B. Remove any external devices such as floppy and USB connectors. 

C. Install a rootkit detection tool. 

D. Install and update anti-virus scanner. 

Correct Answer: D 

Although virus scanners only can find already known viruses this is still the best defense, together with users that are
informed about risks with the internet. 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a primary advantage a hacker gains by using encryption or programs such as Loki? 

A. It allows an easy way to gain administrator rights 

B. It is effective against Windows computers 

C. It slows down the effective response of an IDS 

D. IDS systems are unable to decrypt it 

E. Traffic will not be modified in transit 

Correct Answer: D 

Because the traffic is encrypted, an IDS cannot understand it or evaluate the payload. 

 

QUESTION 3

One of the better features of NetWare is the use of packet signature that includes cryptographic signatures. The packet
signature mechanism has four levels from 0 to 3. In the list below which of the choices represent the level that forces
NetWare to sign all packets? 

A. 0 (zero) 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. 3 

Correct Answer: D 
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0Server does not sign packets (regardless of the client level). 1Server signs packets if the client is capable of signing
(client level is 2 or higher). 2Server signs packets if the client is capable of signing (client level is 1 or higher). 3Server
signs packets and requires all clients to sign packets or logging in will fail. 

 

QUESTION 4

In the context of Trojans, what is the definition of a Wrapper? 

A. An encryption tool to protect the Trojan. 

B. A tool used to bind the Trojan with legitimate file. 

C. A tool used to encapsulated packets within a new header and footer. 

D. A tool used to calculate bandwidth and CPU cycles wasted by the Trojan. 

Correct Answer: B 

These wrappers allow an attacker to take any executable back-door program and combine it with any legitimate
executable, creating a Trojan horse without writing a single line of new code. 

 

QUESTION 5

You work as security technician at ABC.com. While doing web application testing, you might be required to look through
multiple web pages online which can take a long time. Which of the processes listed below would be a more efficient
way of doing this type of validation? 

A. Use mget to download all pages locally for further inspection. 

B. Use wget to download all pages locally for further inspection. 

C. Use get* to download all pages locally for further inspection. 

D. Use get() to download all pages locally for further inspection. 

Correct Answer: B 

Wget is a utility used for mirroring websites, get* doesn\\'t work, as for the actual FTP command to work there needs to
be a space between get and * (ie. get *), get (); is just bogus, that\\'s a C function that\\'s written 100% wrong. mget is a 

command used from "within" ftp itself, ruling out A. Which leaves B use wget, which is designed for mirroring and
download files, especially web pages, if used with the R option (ie. wget R www.ABC.com) it could mirror a site, all
expect 

protected portions of course. 

Note: GNU Wget is a free network utility to retrieve files from the World Wide Web using HTTP and FTP and can be
used to make mirrors of archives and home pages thus enabling work in the background, after having logged off. 
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